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Digital printing
Everything you can imagine is real« «

Pablo Picasso

You are not alone.
We help you become unique.



Every glass packaging becomes unique
What if your customer receives the glass packaging or drinking glass 
with his name or a number on it? Each product becomes unique and 
can be adapted to the needs of the consumer.

Environmentally friendly
Digital printing requires less energy.

All senses united
Appeal to all senses of your customers 
and print a relief with up to 0.6mm on 
your glass packaging.

There are no limits to creativity  
A photo, a picture or a memory. 
Become an artist and transform your 
glass packaging into a unique work of art.

Speed and flexibility
A precise and fast printing process.
Changes or adjustments can 
be made at short notice.

25%

1 in 4 consumers is willing 
to pay more for a personalized 
product or service.

2 out of 3 consumers are more 
likely to buy products designed 
for their lifestyle.

On average, more than 1 in 3 consumers is 
interested in buying personalised products 
or services.

4 out of 10 consumers have a better 
perception of products that are tailored 
to their needs.

66%

43%

36%

Creativity is not talent but attitude« «

Jenova Chen

Digital printing



Univerre Pro Uva SA
Ile Falcon | CH-3960 Sierre
T +41 27 451 25 25
F +41 27 451 25 29
sierre@univerre.ch

Univerre Pro Uva SA
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«excellence in glass»

Univerre Distribution
Univerre Lavage

Waschglas Univerre Deco 


